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BRIMFIELD TOWNSHIP BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS 

MEETING MINUTES of June 21, 2017  

 Brimfield Town Hall Meeting Room – 1333 Tallmadge Road, Kent  

Present:   Chairman Bruce Knippenberg  Lisa Cotten Scot Etling   

Vince Murdocco   

Alternate(s):  Cheryl Rueschman  Nicholas Coia 

Absent:   Ed Shutty 

 

Staff:   Wendi O’Neal, Assistant Zoning Inspector, Secretary to Board 

Public Present: 

 

Name: Address: Email: 

Roger Grimm 4227 Pembroke Dr.  

Kent, Ohio 44240 

 

Tom Wiese  195 S. Main St. #200 

Akron, Ohio  

 

   

 

CALL TO ORDER: 

Chairman Bruce Knippenberg calls the Brimfield Township Board of Zoning Appeals to order 

at 7:00 PM at the Thursday, April 19, 2017 meeting: 

 

Roll Call:  

 Cotten = Here   Etling = Here    Knippenberg = Here

 Murdocco = Here  Shutty = Absent  Rueschman = Here  

 Coia = Here 

 

Nicholas Coia will reserve voting rights for this meeting.  

 

Chairman Bruce Knippenberg dually notes that the meeting has been advertised per the Ohio 

Revised Code and neighboring properties were notified.  

MOTION#2017-15 

 A motion was made to accept the Agenda as presented by Vince Murdocco, seconded by 

Scot Etling.  Motion carries.    

 

MOTION#2017-16 

 A motion was made by Vince Murdocco to approve the February 22, 2017 Meeting 

Minutes as presented, seconded by Scot Etling.  Motion carries.   

MOTION#2017-17 

 A motion was made by Vince Murdocco to table the April 19, 2017 Meeting Minutes as 

presented, seconded by Vice Chair Lisa Cotten.  Motion carries. 

PUBLIC COMMENTS:   

 

SWEARING IN OF APPLICANTS AND COMMENTERS:     

 

Chairman Bruce Knippenberg states that the Board of Zoning Appeals is a quasi-judicial 

board.  Therefore, if speaking tonight, please state your name, your address and swear or affirm 

that anything stated is true to the best of your knowledge; if you do not want to be under oath 

please do not make any contacts or any comments. 

APPLICATIONS: 

 CONDITIONAL USE APPLICATION: 

  Applicant: Brimfield Crossings Limited, on behalf of Speedway LLC 

  Address: 4261 State Route 43, Kent, Ohio 44260 
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  Parcel: 04-032-10-00-001-001 

   Section 310.02.B.4 Gasoline Service Station  

   Conditionally Permitted   

 

Chairman Bruce Knippenberg: asks the applicant what they are looking for and to affirm if 

everything they say is true to the best of their knowledge.   

Roger Grimm: Works for Hammon Tree Associates.  Working with Speedway on the 

application for the lot split and road way dedication and also the application submittal for the 

Township.  4227 Pembroke Road.  

Bruce Knippenberg:  Please state your address for the record. Asks the Zoning Department to 

do the power point presentation and states that if the applicant has any additional comments or 

questions while it is on, to feel free.   

Wendi O’Neal:   

• Highway Commercial District, Gas Service Station is conditionally permitted, subject to 

the provisions of Chapter Four.  

• Part of the Brimfield Crossings subdivision and states the property is located behind 

Speedway; old McDonald’s site.  

• Shows proposed layout. Only addition is an added entrance in the back of the store.  

Absolutely no overnight parking; gas up and go.  Also, planned extension of North Drive 

to Brimfield Crossings Drive; built to county standards.  

• Roger Grimm: Confirmed.  

• The site was approved by the Board for a hotel; which made the extension contingent to 

any more development.  The hotel proposed for an addition of 60x60 county standards 

extension for the entrance.  Speedway addition will extend the West Drive to Brimfield 

Crossings Drive; no land lock lot variance would be needed with addition.  

Bruce Knippenberg:  Anything that you want to add. Let us know what all is going on here.  

There is going to be four pumps? 

Roger Grimm:  Yes, four pumps.  The design of movement is for trucks to enter on 43 and only 

exit left on West Drive (extension), left of Brimfield Crossings and back on to 43; no right exit.  

 

Lisa Cotten:  So they will be coming out at the flashing lights? 

Roger Grimm:  Yes, to eliminate right exit pushing them to exit from Brimfield Crossings Drive 

which will be extended slightly; eliminating the cul-de-sac adding a T-intersection.   

Lisa Cotten:  Entering on the top drive (between McDonald’s and Speedway) and exiting on the 

other drive?  

Roger Grimm:  They will be; either from the flashing drives…  

Lisa Cotten:  No, I mean when they are fueling, they will enter into the very top of the parcel? 

Roger Grimm:  Yes, entering these two ways but will not be able to exit to the right; have to 

exit left.  The State Route 43 is something completely different. 

Lisa Cotten:  Do you know if they are going to be able to put in a light where the flashing lights 

are because that is a school zone, meaning it is 20mph and worries about trucks to be pulling out.   

Roger Grimm:  Brimfield Crossings Limited, did a traffic study a few years ago.  I wasn’t part 

of it but I believe it was done.  I believe it was when McDonalds was moved over there, but it 

was not warranted.  I’m not sure if Brimfield Crossings would be doing another one for any 

future truck traffic coming in.   

Scot Etling:  Yes, because that is something that is shown in the plans.   

Lisa Cotten:  I would like to know that.  

Roger Grimm:  That was probably left in there from 2007-2008.  

Cheryl Rueschman:  So that is not set in motion, the traffic light? 

Roger Grimm:  No, if a study is done and isn’t warranted then the light is not put in.  (To: Tom 

Wiese) They asked about putting in the signal, eliminating the flashing lights and I said a traffic 

study would be done but not sure if you would move forward with that? 

Tom Wiese:  It is determined by ODOT.  McDonalds would very much like to have it activated.  

It was short on the traffic count when they did that study.  McDonalds would probably push to 

have a new traffic study done once that Speedway is opened; I don’t know if that is going to 

change the numbers.  There is not a large volume of trucks planned though so I would think the 

next user would change the intersection to a light.  

Bruce Knippenberg:  Name, address…  

Tom Wiese:  I work for the Schipper Group, representing the owner.  195 S. Main St. #200, 

Akron, Ohio.  
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Bruce Knippenberg:  We were talking about the traffic flow.  Is there anything that you would 

like to add.  There will be no truck parking; not seeing spaces for it.  The parcel above, is 

residential would that be affected? 

Roger Grimm:  No. No, trucking parking.  

Tom Wiese:  There is no trucking parking because it is very important to us that this is not a 

truck stop.  It doesn’t even smell like a truck stop, so by not having any parking there is not any 

opportunity for trucks to stay overnight.  It is just for getting the trucks through and back out.  

Probably one of the factors that took us so long to get it together with Speedway because they 

wanted like 10 acres for a truck stop but we were not willing to do that.   

Scot Etling:  Well, they are still finding a way. I went through there two days ago and they were 

all parked on West Drive; double parked. 

Tom Wiese:  That’s been an issue.  When McDonalds designed that, wider was needed.  We do 

have a verbal agreement with McDonalds, stating that at the point of further develop we would 

put up ‘No Parking’ signs on West Drive.  When McDonalds opened, we tried to police that but 

it was never ending.  The most that we did was place some rocks so that they wouldn’t drive the 

curbs.  Right now, it is not negatively affected us until we develop that property.   

Scot Etling:  Yeah, it would only take one guy to come off and jam up; the works.   

Roger Grimm:  This is for the fueling station too.  They really wanted to provide it to eliminate 

all the trucks parking, and pulling in the front to fuel.   

Lisa Cotten:  Yeah, that’s a problem in the mornings.  

Roger Grimm:  The only trucks that would be there then would be the delivery trucks and the 

fueling trucks.  With the new pumps, it should pull the trucks off of the front stations.   

Tom Wiese:  What we have intentionally tried to do, is as you can see the curb somewhat jets 

out; which is for when the trucks try to leave the station, entering here and having to exit out to 

Brimfield Crossing Drive.  It is intended to eliminate any additional truck traffic on the West 

Drive and to prevent, if stacked up, being able to make a left out of there.  It is cleaning up this 

intersection; don’t have trucks making a left and avoiding some of that stacking up issue that 

otherwise might materialize.   

Cheryl Rueschman:  When they go to the gas station do they come out on that drive?  I have 

seen them come in like this and I’ve seen they come out on West Drive.  There was another truck 

coming and the other one had to back up.  Is that because of wanting to make it a short cut? 

Tom Wiese:  It is a only right lane in; not something we can control.  It is only left in so no one 

should be making a left out.   

Lisa Cotten:  In the winter the divider gets covered with snow, and people don’t see it; driving 

right over it.  

Tom Wiese:  To help that a little bit, this mouth (on 43) is going to be widened; other issue, that 

you might have seen, is that tires are going up over the curb.   

Lisa Cotten:  Yes, it is too narrow.   

Tom Wiese:  This all going to be widened in the future.  

Roger Grimm:  That is all separate; there has to be some agreement between all parties.   

Nicholas Coia:  The fueling station in the back, is that just going to be for paying for fuel or is 

that going to be a full-service station? 

Roger Grimm:  Pay at pump.  

Nicholas Coia:  So there is not going to be a cashier? 

Roger Grimm:  No.  The only structure will be the canopy; don’t believe there will even be a 

shed.  There will be a walkway, if they have to pay cash they could walk over to station while 

fueling or for food.  

Bruce Knippenberg:  So there will be a door in the back? 

Roger Grimm:  Yes, with the remodel there will be a door in the back.   

Scot Etling:  The looping around is that precipitated on the property size?  It just seems they are 

coming in, looping around and coming back out the other way. 

Roger Grimm:  I think that is to provide a ease of them getting in.   

Scot Etling:  What I am getting at is, that the intersection where they come in and come out 

looks like it is going to get pretty congested; could get pretty congested when coming in to fuel.   

Nicholas Coia:  So you have them entering and exiting at the same time?  

Tom Wiese:  Well to the prevent the trucks exiting to the left, having this (curb-cut) is 

preventing the left-hand turn.   

Scot Etling:  What I’m getting at is, that you have people possibly going three different ways.   

Come out of two points entre, two exit, and three different routes.   

Nicholas Coia:  Is it designed to not make that first turn? 

Roger Grimm:  It is designed because they don’t want them to; wanting them to loop around.  

Basically, they are crossing traffic and wanting them to force them to the west to exit.  
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Lisa Cotten:  That seems like a better flow.  

Roger Grimm:  They are not coming, the whole idea… 

Bruce Knippenberg:  They don’t want anybody to make a left. 

Roger Grimm:  To force them back out that way (Brimfield Crossings Drive).  

Scot Etling:  Yeah.   

Roger Grimm:  So instead of them just coming in and going in, going out that way. They’re….  

Scot Etling:  Yeah, that is what I was asking because it seems there could a be a congestion 

point right there.  From the top down to the bottom (State Route 43), there could be a pretty 

significant point of congestion, especially if someone is waiting for a pump.  Let’s say on the 

right they are all full, somebody could potentially just be waiting down at the bottom to go 

around or they could even being forming a line around that way.  I know that you are damned if 

you do and damned if you don’t.   

Roger Grimm:  If this is all backed up then they are booming for business.  The only traffic that 

is going to be here is going to be trucks.  There is no need for cars to be going back out that way 

because they would just cut down West Drive instead.     

Scot Etling:  That being said, I can guarantee day one there will be a car going through.  

Roger Grimm:  Oh, there will be.  But there is not technically, I mean if they go back there and 

there are trucks sitting there, that’s their fault for getting stuck behind the trucks.   

Scot Etling:  Second question, what kind of volume are you expecting in there?  

Tom Wiese:  Predicted 12 trucks an hour.  If you think about it this way, if you have a large 

truck, he is probably there about 10-15 minutes by the time he fuels up and does his thing, so… 

Scot Etling:  That’s 144 trucks a day.  

Tom Wiese:  That is just during the peak hours.   

Lisa Cotten:  And you only have four pumps there, right? 

Roger Grimm:  Well there are four stands, but I think there may be eight pumps.  And right 

there, they are stacked nine:  three leaving, three pumping, three waiting.  So, he said 12 an hour 

and it looks like it could even be able to stack 12 within.  

Lisa Cotten:  Oh, okay.  12 within the site.   

Tom Wiese:  Majority of the trucks there are box trucks.  It’s local traffic that is already on 43.  

Maybe, 15%-20% could be an eighteen wheeler that is getting off the highway, but they don’t 

anticipate that will be the large component.  Those guys you know, if they are going from 

Chicago to New York if they are stopping in the middle, then they are probably stopping in 

Boardman where there are some major stops out there.   

Lisa Cotten:  Yeah, there is a major stop truck there.   

Bruce Knippenberg: And then all of the landscaping and lighting is going to be identical to the 

front store?   

Roger Grimm:  To Township Zoning requirements. I don’t think any would be be needed 

between the two lots, even though that’s McDonalds easement (in between the two halves).   

Bruce Knippenberg:  Well, I mean like in the pumping area, will be lit, but it is going to be lit 

based on, or similar to the front of the Speedway? 

Roger Grimm:  I image so, yeah.   

Scot Etling:  Is it open 24 hours? 

Roger Grimm: I think Speedway is, yes.  It will be open when Speedway is, yeah.    

Bruce Knippenberg:  And at this point, there is no landscaping plan in the back or is that there 

because that is your property? 

Lisa Cotten:  I don’t even think that the Speedway has landscaping now.  Do they?  

Vince Murdocco:  I don’t recall seeing any.   

Lisa Cotten:  Well they have bushes and bags of mulches out front.   

Tom Wiese: We reserve the right as the developer to approve whatever landscaping plan that 

they come up with.  Conceivably it has to be as such to not have light coming on to neighboring 

property.  If we ever end up doing a hotel in the area over here, we don’t want something that 

prevents you from closing the blinds to get a dark room or being an attraction as sitting.   

Lisa Cotten:  So that was one of the things that I was going to make a note of: the lighting 

would be consistent with the existing Speedway format.   

Tom Wiese:  Yeah, can’t speak for Speedway, haven’t seen all of their lighting but the canopy is 

probably going to be a little taller but it could be the same height.   

Roger Grimm:  Not sure, but logically it seems it would be a little taller for clearance.   

Lisa Cotten:  Okay.   

Bruce Knippenberg: As long as the lighting doesn’t leave the property basically?  

Roger Grimm:  Right; engineering firm will be handling.   

Bruce Knippenberg:  Is there going to be any additional signage, other than directing traffic 

flow kind of signs.   
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Tom Wiese:  There are the signs on the site plan indicated.  

Bruce Knippenberg:  Yeah, those are the directional signage.   

Lisa Cotten:  Yeah, I don’t see any large signs.   

Roger Grimm:  There’s not going to be any large signs.   

Scot Etling:  There’s already one out there.  

Roger Grimm:  Yeah, I think they are already up there, they may if they are able, could add 

‘diesel’ sign to their highway sign underneath. I don’t know if they would just modify the sign 

on 43 or modify later what is in the diesel clip-on later.   

Scot Etling:  My issue, again rounding numbers, is that’s 144,000 trucks a year, give or take.  

And again, okay box trucks, whatever they are, still additional traffic in front of school where 

there is no light.  There’s no signal and the only way that we are going to find out that we need 

one is after 144,000 trucks go through there.  That is my main concern and personally have gone 

through there, every morning, and every morning I dodge a truck as it is now.   

Roger Grimm:  Traffic studies, they just don’t, look at Howe and 43…  

Scot Etling:  I know.  

Roger Grimm:  Which needs a signal but is not warranted.  A traffic study could be done here 

and even with the addition it could still not warrant it and you can’t put it in.  

Scot Etling: It’s just that there is a lot of, you said box trucks – appreciate that but there’s a lot of 

semis that through there no on a daily basis.  Again, there’s a truck stop in Youngstown, I get it 

but also is that guy that doesn’t want to stop on Youngstown.  He wants to stop at McDonalds 

and he’s right there; will park and go into McDonalds which gums up the whole works and it 

happens every day.  My issue with this, I don’t know how you elevate that.  Not to mention half 

can’t drive and they will drive all over the grass, property, etc.  

Tom Wiese:  That is peak hour of traffic volume which will really be from 6:30-7:30 am and 

then again in the late afternoon; guys leaving to work and coming home from work.  So that is 

not a 24-hour every hour of the day.   

Scot Etling:  But we do live on a major corridor that goes from Akron to Youngstown and there 

are trucks on there all hours of the night.  I used to live in Chapman Farms; they come by all 

hours of the night.  

Tom Wiese:  I don’t know the total volume on an annual basis but well less than 144,000.  The 

warrant I think there were eight criteria that it had; close on one and another was inbuilt.  What 

we try to do with our traffic study is that we try to pick the day where there will be maximum 

traffic on 43, when school is in session.  I think that morning drop off and afternoon pick up 

were the only times that we meant the warrant condition on the one out of eight conditions.  That 

is how ODOT looks at it; they don’t negotiate, just numbers are how they make their decision.   

Roger Grimm:  They don’t care if a school is there.  If it doesn’t meet the warrant, it’s denied.   

Lisa Cotten: What is happening now at the station is that the box trucks are there and are trying 

to pull out from the front of the station every morning.   

Scot Etling:  Yeah, and are constantly turning left out on a four-lane highway.   

Roger Grimm:  The whole front of Speedway (having a two entrances) is grandfathered with 

ODOT.   

Lisa Cotten:  No, what I’m saying is that this may help things, you know? 

Roger Grimm:  Oh.  Yeah.  

Lisa Cotten:  Because it will take them over this way instead of trying to come out right here.  

Scot Etling:  Yes, but the box trucks aren’t going to go back there, they are going to keep going 

where they have been.  There are box trucks there every morning.  

Roger Grimm:  If it’s diesel, don’t know what box trucks run on, Speedway may go in and 

eliminate the diesel pumps from the front.  If the box trucks run on diesel they will have to go in 

back; box trucks on gas will go the front, back will only be diesel.  I know a lot of Warkco trucks 

I see every morning, but I don’t know if they run on diesel.   

Scot Etling:  Not necessarily the trucks, it’s the equipment they use; those don’t run on diesel 

but some do.   

Roger Grimm:  So it depends what the box trucks fill up on and the size of them.  Don’t know 

what Speedway’s plans are in the front but to me it seems they should eliminate the diesel.   

Bruce Knippenberg:  Think that would depend on the volume of diesel cars as you don’t want 

cars back there to get their stuff.   

Roger Grimm:  That would be the only thing.  Like you said diesel pickups.  

Nicholas Coia:   Only concern is that it is only pay at the pump, a lot of the morning guys are 

not there just for fuel; they’re there to get fuel, coffee, lunch.  Where are they going to park?  At 

the pump?  Going to see them try to make that left-hand turn to squeeze over behind to park to 

run in for this/that; a big cluster in that section.   
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Roger Grimm:  If a truck driver parks, there is going to be a sidewalk over if they would pay 

inside.  Those diesel trucks take a while to pump, like he said 12-15 minutes giving time for 

McDonalds, coffee, play with cash, restroom, etc..  

Bruce Knippenberg:  I don’t think they are going to let them leave their truck while it is 

pumping.  

Roger Grimm:  And well I don’t know.   

Vince Murdocco:  That’s the other thing.  

Roger Grimm:  You get a truck driver that leaves and he’s going to leave and go sit down at 

McDonalds.  You get other truck drivers backing up that needs to get going, they are going to 

be… 

Nicholas Coia:  That’s why I don’t think they are going to plug up there, I think they are going 

to try to make that left turn and sit on that back corner there.   

Roger Grimm:  That’s why the left-hand turn is pushing with the curb to get them back out to 

43.  

Bruce Knippenberg:  So it will be a high enough curb to encourage them to not go that way? 

Roger Grimm:  Yeah.  It could be a tight enough turn so they couldn’t make that turn or 

wouldn’t be enough room to turn left and then right. Just driving truck, they might not be able to 

do that; why they want to push them up.  

Bruce Knippenberg:  I understand.  

Nicholas Coia:   Just worries about mornings/evenings when fueling/getting items.  Companies 

with heavy equipment, where are they going to end up parked?   

Bruce Knippenberg:  Basically, end up staying at the pump; leave truck at pump, run in, etc.. 

Especially as long as this curb area here is sufficiently high enough to keep from going that way. 

I understand they can still run up on the grass or make a left-hand turn if they had to; anybody 

that is really determined.  Or somebody coming from the left most pump could make that turn; 

that curb is not going to stop them.  You are going to have signage there, after that’s a dedicated 

road so it would need to be policed.   

Vince Murdocco:  You can’t prevent stupidity.   

Bruce Knippenberg:  Alright, do we have any other questions or concerns?  

Wendi O’Neal:  Mr. Chairman, I think Dick’s understanding was that they were to move the 

diesel to the back to make it just gas out in the front; that was Speedway’s intention when they 

did talk to Dick.   

Bruce Knippenberg:  Is that a commitment from Speedway, do we know? 

Wendi O’Neal:  We don’t know, they are not present.  

Roger Grimm:  Well, I am here on behalf of Speedway.  

Bruce Knippenberg:  But you can’t make that commitment or have the authority to make that 

commitment.   

Roger Grimm:  No.  

Wendi O’Neal:  What would be the timeline if they would switch those over?  

Lisa Cotten:  I don’t see how they could do that with the cars that run on diesel fuel.  

Roger Grimm:  They may just have them go in the back and pay.  

Lisa Cotten:  I mean that doesn’t really make sense.   

Vince Murdocco:  That’s a good question.  

Bruce Knippenberg:  The island that is being created by the loop or road flow there aside from 

the pumps themselves, what is going to be occupying that space? 

Tom Wiese:  Just grassy, lawn area.  

Bruce Knippenberg:  Okay, so it won’t be paved? 

Tom Wiese:  No.  

Bruce Knippenberg:  So it won’t be paved to encourage parking? 

Tom Wiese:  No.  The line of truck tracks is there just as a turning radius.  

Bruce Knippenberg:  Right, I understand but that will be a grassy, lawn area? 

Scot Etling:  Is that being curbed?  

Tom Wiese:  Are they curbing this Roger or is that just? 

Roger Grimm:  I am unsure if they are.   

Scot Etling:  Because in the winter time, that will be a free for all.   

Vince Murdocco:  I would imagine that you would almost have to curb it.  

Bruce Knippenberg:  You would think, again can we get a commitment out of someone that  it 

will be curbed?  

Tom Wiese:  That’s probably a conversation for them.  

Roger Grimm:  Yeah, I’m writing it down.   

Vince Murdocco:  That will be a condition with the approval.  

Bruce Knippenberg:  Right.  
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Nicholas Coia:   Yeah, because otherwise I could see them in the future slowly becoming… 

Bruce Knippenberg:  Parking.   

 

MOTION#2017-18 

 A motion was made by Lisa Cotten granting the approval for the Conditionally 

Permitted use Section 310.02.B.4 Gasoline Service Station specially for truck fueling for the 

Applicant Brimfield Crossings Limited, on behalf of Speedway, LLC for the address 4261 State 

Route 43 with the following conditions:  

1. Absolutely no overnight or parking permitted on the site 

2. Island between pavement created to be landscaped in center of the site  

3. Proposed site pavement is only as indicated  

4. Curb is to be around landscaped island  

5. Lighting consistent with existing Speedway site 

6. Lighting is not imposed on any adjacent lots, parcels, or property owner  

7. Compliance with all EPA, federal, state and local government regulations.   

8. Road extension to Brimfield Crossings Drive built to county road standards; requirement 

for dedication in future 

Seconded by Vince Murdocco.  Motion carries, Scot Etling abstaining.    

 

OLD BUSINESS:  

Discussion Retail and Industrial Subdivision – Maple Crest Golf Course status update 

 

NEW BUSINESS:   

Zoning Amendment for Town Center revision in process by Zoning Commission  

 

GOOD OF THE ORDER:  NONE  

 

SET NEXT MEETING:    

 Next meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, July 19, 2017, at 7:00 PM.   

 

ADJOURN:   

 

MOTION#2017-19 

 A motion was made by Scot Etling to adjourn the June 21, 2017 Board of Zoning 

Appeals meeting, and was seconded by Cheryl Rueschman at 8:30 PM.  Motion carries.   

 

 

 

___________________________   _____________________________  

Chairman Bruce Knippenberg   Vice Lisa Cotten     

  

    

___________________________   _____________________________ 

Scot Etling      Vince Murdocco 

 

 

___________________________   _____________________________ 

Ed Shutty      Secretary Wendi O’Neal 

 

 

___________________________   _____________________________ 

Alternate:  Cheryl Rueschman    Alternate:  Nicholas Coia  


